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Croeso
It’s another exciting time where evidence of progress is all around us.
Soon our visitors will be enjoying larger parts of our wonderful 568acre estate, including the restored lakes, woodland and national nature
reserve. The good weather at the start of summer helped propel work
on the Regency lakes restoration and excellent headway has been
made on the reconstruction of the main dam. Our horticulture team
is expanding this autumn as we begin preparations for the restored
Regency parkland being integrated into the visitor experience.
Meanwhile, the wildflower plots in the outer walled Garden
flourished after the sunny early summer, the dahlia display was
magnificent, outdoor cinema brought a new phenomenon to summer
nights and the new British Bird of Prey Centre proved immensely
popular. Every season brings fresh delights but the birds of prey will be
flying over the Garden every day, through every season.
In 2018 we have welcomed a number of visitors from other Botanic
Gardens, both in the UK and Europe, as well as representatives from
the Japanese Embassy to view our Japanese Garden. These visits are
a reflection of the high regard in which the National Botanic Garden
of Wales is held around the world, and will encourage us as we work
towards enhancing our botanic collections, furthering our research and
offering visitors an incredible experience that will make them want to
return again and again.

Sponsored by

Huw Francis, Director
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Highlights
Catch up with the news and events in the Garden

Science, Nature & Comedy Festival
It was a tad wet for gardening
but grey September days can
certainly be brought to life by
the sparkle of comedy and a
challenge to get thinking – about
all manner of issues which affect
our lives. This year’s speakers
brought their passions, their
insights and their new books
for signing, tempting readers

with titles like ‘The Secret Life of
Cows’ (Rosamund Young), ‘Picnic,
Comma, Lightning’ (William
Atkins) and ‘The Infinite Lives of
Maisie Day (Christopher Edge).
Susan Murray tackled digital
dating while Jo Neary, with some
surprising props, introduced
a host of wives, navigating
their way through married life.

Children, interestingly, were
more drawn to author of ‘The
Clue is in the Poo’, Andy Seed!
Undoubtedly the good men of
Jin Talog who brought tasters
of their exquisite gins added a
certain piquance to the day and
were made to feel very welcome
by discerning comedy-lovers.

Crafted to last
Visitors to our Apothecary Hall may well have noticed before now
that the splendid wooden cabinets came from the shop of chemist
Richard Thomas in Holyhead, donated by him after he retired
from the business. They were made by hand for the chemist’s shop
when it was being ambitiously extended in the 1930s, and were
commissioned from master carpenter William Thomas, pictured
here with his mode of transport. This summer, William Thomas’s son
and grandchildren visited the Garden and were keen to check for the
carpenter’s name, written on the underside of a drawer – the proud
mark of a master craftsman.

3 of the best
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Monty Don is a great believer
in gardens for mental as well
as physical health. Well, here’s
another way for babies and
their carers to link the beautiful
environment of our Garden to
the challenge of keeping fit. Led
by a qualified ‘Ti a Fi’ leader,
joggers and their babies-inbuggies put in the steps every
Tuesday – setting off at 10am.

welsh birds of prey here at the Garden

SNOWY OWL
Bubo scandiacus
A rare visitor to Wales
from northern climes but in
March 2018 was sighted in
Pembrokeshire and Anglesey, to
much excitement. The female
retains these dark spots.

Clockwise: Jo Neary, Christopher Edge,
Susan Murray, Robin Ince

buggy running

RED KITE
Milvus milvus
These beautiful birds were pushed
to near extinction with only a few
pairs surviving in remote upper
reaches of the Cothi and Tywi
valleys. Thanks to conservation
projects they are now thriving.

GOSHAWK
Accipiter gentilis
We are so lucky to have goshawks
in Wales – a species much
persecuted but now thriving,
helped by the reintroduction
by falconers. An agile hunter,
particularly speedy in level flight.

highlights

In celebration
of women
As part of ‘Middleton: Paradise
Regained’, in the centenary year of
women’s suffrage the Garden will
be celebrating Middleton Women
and women on other landed estates
of Wales. November 24-25 will
be a weekend of talks, walks and
exhibitions celebrating the roles and
experiences of women.
The particular relevance of
such an event to the Garden lies in
the figure of Alice Abadam, born
at Middleton Hall in 1856, and
very active in the women’s suffrage
movement from 1904 onwards. She
has been described as ‘one of the
suffragette movement’s most prolific
public speakers in the early 20th
century’. She was a great orator
and vast audiences, some of 5000,
would be charmed and roused by
her eloquence. Her words brought
laughter and tears, and she had a
ready, witty tongue for hecklers.
Fearless in defence of the oppressed
and in fighting for justice and freedom
for women, she travelled all over the
British Isles to speak on women’s
suffrage and often addressed two
meetings a day.

GROWING THE FUTURE
AUTUMN UPDATE
Gardeners can enjoy the fruits
of their labours not only in
autumn but well into the winter,
as volunteers in our Growing the
Future Garden will show you.
Rocket, chard, lettuce and kale
still provide an abundance
of greens, and both
dwarf and climbing
French beans
were cropping
heavily in
September.
Where potatoes,
onions and

Welly Wednesdays
Welly Wednesday is free to members of the Botanic Garden
so if you have little ones in the family consider an outdoor
adventure from 11-12 on a Wednesday – during term time.
Welly Wednesdays are the ideal opportunity for preschool children aged between 2 and 4 – and their
carers – to enjoy the woods. The session always
begins with a bring-and-share snack and a
drink, a relaxed and sociable experience for
all. Then there’s a treasure hunt, often for
an animal puppet hidden in a basket in the
woods. After craft, pond-dipping or dam
construction, there’s always a story and song
time to round off the perfect outing.
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shallots were lifted, green
manures have been sown to
replenish the soil. Celery, leeks,
parsnips and winter carrots
continue to grow outdoors while,
under cover in the cold frame,
cool season leaves ‘Mizuna’ and
‘Mibuna’ are thriving.
But before you can
harvest, first you must
grow, and it is no
surprise that Growing
the Future courses on
planting, propagation
and designing gardens

Our gift to Nye, the first NHS baby
Aneira Thomas arrived in the world at one minute past midnight on
5th July 1948, at Glanamman hospital. Seventy years later she was
enjoying afternoon tea at the Garden, having received an honorary Life
Membership as a special birthday gift.
Director Huw Francis said: “These milestone moments in life can
be difficult to mark but this was an easy one for us. Aneira, the first
NHS baby, is a symbol of all that is fabulous about the NHS here in
Carmarthenshire, across Wales and the UK so we thought it would be a
fitting and timely tribute.”
Aneira was named after Aneurin Bevan, founder of the NHS and,
like him, has always been known as Nye.
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continue to be popular. In
January 2019 a series of seminars
will feature inspiring women in
horticulture: Miranda Janatka of
BBC Gardener’s World Magazine,
Sarah Price, award-winning
garden designer at RHS Chelsea,
and Natalie Chivers, Curator
of Treborth Botanic Garden at
Bangor University. Their career
journeys and horticultural
interests will no doubt be
inspirational. Details of these
seminars and all forthcoming
courses are listed on the website.

Veterans in their Glory
Alongside the
restoration of
Paxton’s lakes and
carriageways, an
important survey of
our historic trees is
taking place.
Peter Lee-Thompson
turns detective.

Over the next few years, as diggers and builders do their
painstaking work, you will see an historic landscape being
uncovered, and lost vistas being recreated. And silently bearing
witness to all this change and regeneration will be those sentinels
we take for granted, namely our historic trees. These veterans
provide a living link to our past, each having a unique story to tell.
Seeking out historic trees is no easy task when you have 568
acres to search. Luckily our archive of old maps and photographs
has provided clues as to where to look. The Hornor map depicts
over 300 individual trees, whilst the first edition Ordnance
Survey shows the location of over 600 individual trees, alongside
areas of general woodland. Using satellite mapping it has been
possible to identify whether or not individual parkland trees are
still standing and, having eliminated those which are no longer
present, our estimate is somewhere in the region of 500.

Tree-hunters on safari

A full and detailed survey of each and every tree began last
winter when the Garden’s committed band of conservation
volunteers set out, armed with maps, tapes and recording sheets.
For each historic tree found, a record of species and girth was
made, along with notes on ecological value and health. Over 80%
of the site has now been recorded, and the plan is to return and
conduct detailed surveys of the most interesting specimens at a
later date.
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We currently have records for over 450 trees, with our largest
specimen having a girth of over 6m. Among the treasures
recorded are a 200-year-old grafted weeping ash behind the
bee garden and an avenue of oaks once part of the grand
driveway leading up to Middleton Hall. There is a grove of very
large beech trees which would have sat above the gatehouse
on the south approach and a cherry tree of well over 2m girth,
clearly situated to punctuate a vista. A fabulous hollow ash was
revealed, showing signs of its history, possibly pollarded as part of
the original dam-building 200 years ago. Even large stumps and
fallen trees have been noted: they may well be a valuable piece
of history and a potential research opportunity.
The goal this winter will be to gather more data on the
ecology of these giants, specifically looking at epiphytes and
fungi. As the Garden continues to develop and its ambitious
plans come to fruition, these stately veterans and the ecosystems
they support quietly carry on growing.

The Hornor map depicts over 300 individual trees

Restoring the Parkland
Now that diggers are busy working on the historic trackways and lake beds,
we see how inspired the landscapers of 200 years ago were. What a setting
this is for a Botanic Garden of international repute.

The World’s Unnamed Fungi
Rebuilding a dam
which stretches
from here…

to here

Lake bed being
cleared of silt

Restoring historic
pathways across
the parkland

Our Head of Interpretation, Bruce Langridge, was inspired at the first
State of the World’s Fungi Symposium held at Kew in September 2018.
He learned that 2,000 new species of fungi are being named every year.
Scientists now believe there could be over 100 million species
of fungi – out there, unnamed, but referred to as fungi
‘dark taxa’. An enticingly mysterious name for a fascinating
concept. Originally aquatic, fungi are now thought to have
evolved hundreds of millions of years before plants, moving
onto dry land 700 million years ago, and they may well have
been essential for enabling the successful transition of plants
onto land.
This wonderful symposium dealt with fungi conservation,
fungal relationships with plants, research into lichens,
fungi in ecosystems, fungi networks and the commercial
opportunities fungi can offer the world, from truffle growing
to industrial enzymes and manufacturing.
I was also shown Kew’s Fungarium, the largest collection
of dried fungi in the world. As part of the continuing
development of a fungi culture here at the Garden, we’re now
looking at creating our own Fungarium, to hold collections
of fungi linked to future research we undertake and to keep
a physical record of the fungi that fruit in this Garden. If we
had started this year, we’d certainly have collected samples of
Boletus fungi – autumn 2018 was the best season we’ve ever
seen for these large, fascinatingly coloured mycorrhizal fungi.
They were first spotted on a Carmarthenshire Fungus Group
walk around the Garden in August: the group meets in the
Garden on the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 10am.
If you’d like to join us, just let me know on bruce.langridge@
gardenofwales.org.uk
Fungi in the Garden (clockwise): Blackening Waxcap Hygrocybe conica; Orange Cup Aleuria aurantia; Chicken of the Woods
Laetiporus sulphureus; Freckled Dapperling Echinoderma asperum; Boletus sp.
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apples lost and found

They then adorn the lines of our medieval poets, who sing
of orchards festooning the princes’ courts in all parts of the
country. The great abbeys of the period knew both how to
grow local economies and live the good life, and a 1326 survey
of the holdings of the See of St David’s show that there were
3 orchards and 4 vineyards at Lamphey on the Pembrokeshire
coast. And from the seventeenth century onwards a native
cider tradition blossomed in south-east Wales, to the point
where an early twentieth-century preacher could still decry
Breconshire as the ‘cider-besotten county’!

A rich heritage

Over the ensuing centuries, there is no doubt that tens of
uniquely Welsh varieties of apple were developed, each with
their own names, such as ‘Gwell na Mil’, ‘Marged Niclas’ and
‘Twll Din Gŵydd’ (it has to be confessed that this translates
as a goose’s backside.). How sad it is that in the first half of
the twentieth century this rich heritage vanished from public
consciousness. It is only in recent years that the work of a
handful of individuals has led to a renaissance. Many old
native varieties have been rediscovered (including the now
relatively well-known Bardsey apple) and propagated. The
National Botanic Garden of Wales has made a huge leap
forward with the establishment of a heritage orchard of all the
native Welsh varieties, carefully tended by a dedicated Welsh
Heritage Apple team. They gained National Plant Collection
® status for Malus domestica (Welsh Cultivars) in November
2017 in recognition of the importance of the collection.

Apples Lost and Found

A rosy future

Wales has a unique heritage when it comes to apples.
Though apples are native to the Tien Shan mountains of
Kazakhstan, they became widely cultivated across most of
the northern hemisphere’s temperate and continental regions
thousands of years ago. In Wales, the earliest direct mention
of orchards comes in our myths (Mabinogi) and in the tenthcentury laws of Hywel Dda, where an apple tree is declared to
have the same value as 60 lambs or 15 pigs!

And where a few decades ago there were no commercial
cider makers left in Wales, there is now a thriving craft scene,
employing over a hundred people over the country. Welsh
cider, now synonymous with quality, has won awards as it has
tapped into the related Breton and Norman traditions, and the
advantages of our rougher terrain and climate have emerged.
The future for Welsh apples is all the rosier for the work of
conservationists and growers. Many community orchards
and school orchards are now recognising the importance of
‘locality’ and are planting varieties from their region which
have once more become available. One thing is certain: with
each variety that is preserved, we save not only a part of our
history and heritage, but also importantly save unique and
useful genetic material for future generations which would
otherwise have been lost forever.
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In his new book ‘Apples of Wales: rescuing old varieties’, Carwyn Graves
is hopeful that we will soon be enjoying more of our traditional fruit.

Left: Pant Du orchard, Snowdonia;
John Speed’s plan of Monmouth shows
the orchards that used to infill the space
between houses and the town walls;
Above: traditional Welsh cider press;
scything a new Pembrokeshire
orchard for Gethin’s Cyder;
Seidr y Mynydd, award-winning cider
from Mynyddygarreg, Carmarthenshire

Members' patch
Showered with accolades
Members will be proud of this summer’s
global tribute in The Guardian newspaper’s
feature where we were among ‘10 great
botanical gardens around the world’.
Meanwhile, we were voted ‘No 1 Garden
in Wales’ by readers of the popular weekly
publication Garden News. This double
honour sits well with our Gold Award, earned
for visitor satisfaction from Visit Wales, the
tourism arm of Welsh Government.

Treasure hunt in the Tywi valley
The Tywi Valley is an area in which many farms are named after
the orchards they once had and, since it benefits from a mild
climate, good land and a notable history of great houses and
religious institutions, the conditions are perfect to look for Welsh
apple varieties. For instance, apples were grown on the Golden
Grove estate which gave its name to one of the Welsh varieties
to have survived, ‘Gelli Aur’. The literary and political figure D.J.
Williams who wrote a much loved autobiography of his childhood
on a farm in the Llansawel area at the end of the nineteenth
century (Yr Hen Dŷ Fferm/The Old Farmhouse, 1961), mentions
three varieties of apple that were grown locally at the time – ‘Afal
Vicar’, ‘Afal Bwen Bach’ and ‘Marged Niclas’. Of these, the only one
that has been rediscovered thus far is ‘Marged Niclas’.
The hunt for other lost varieties continues. Paul Davis, the
owner of Dolauhirion nursery near Llandeilo, has been involved in
the detective work since the early 1990s. ‘I looked at a 1905 map
of the Tywi valley between Llandeilo and Llandovery, and counted
150 separate orchards just in that small region! And then you
start talking to people. One elderly lady told me her mother used
to take her on trips to the Tywi valley every spring when she was
a girl, in order to see the valley white with blossom. That’s how
common apple trees were in these parts.’
He’s currently looking for a variety from the Llansawel area
called ‘Pren Miles’. Someone had mentioned it to him, and there
was also a reference to it in an old apprentice’s notebook from
the Llandeilo area a century ago. ‘I’ve even thought of putting
up posters in the pubs in that area – old apple wanted – dead or
alive!’ Whether he is successful with this latest search or not, the
gardening world in Wales owes a lot to Paul and others like him
who have hunted for these old varieties, and found so many.
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A challenge to
‘Yr Ardd’ readers
Send us an e-mail noting 3
‘lost’ varieties of apple from
Carmarthenshire and you’ll be in
a draw to win a copy of Carwyn’s
highly readable book. Send to:
competitions@gardenofwales.
org.uk

Share your memories
A project is afoot to showcase twenty years of volunteering
at the Garden in a spectacular photographic exhibition, in
time for the Garden’s 20th Anniversary Celebrations in 2020.
And we need your help! Members and volunteers (past and
present) must have photos squirreled away of volunteering
activities right from the first stages of the Garden’s inception
in 1997. Volunteers then planted thousands of plants
and trees and gave guided tours based on ‘the vision’:
volunteering has flourished here ever since. For further
information and how to send us your photos please contact:
volunteering.matters@gardenofwales.org.uk or write
to: Volunteers 2020, National Botanic Garden of Wales,
Carmarthen, SA32 8HN.

Closing date for entries:
November 30, 2018
Apples of Wales by Carwyn
Graves published in September
2018 by Gwasg Carreg Gwalch
was celebrated at the Garden’s
Apple Festival in October. Buy
your copy at the Garden giftshop.
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Meet a member
Eurwen Richards
As a young girl growing up in
the rural area of Llangynwyd,
Eurwen loved to investigate the
wild flowers that grew around
the family farm. Years later, as
a cheese expert of international
repute, wherever she went as
judge or consultant, she took the
opportunity to see plants in their
natural habitats all over the
world. For her, the fascination
came a close second to her
passion for dairy farming and
cheesemaking. In the Canaries
she saw the magnificent
echiums, in Zimbabwe an
unforgettable garden of aloes, in
Tasmania the wonderful grasses,
agapanthus and bottlebrush.
It’s little wonder that these days
Eurwen loves to visit the Great
Glasshouse to reacquaint herself
with far-flung continents.
She is full of admiration for the
way the Garden has developed
over twenty years, and
regularly attends the Members’
Coffee Mornings, travelling
from Aberystwyth for the
presentations and discussions.
Favourite Areas
The Great Glasshouse and
Plas Pilipala with its lush,
exotic planting.

diolch

Each season brings new opportunities for
resolutions of all kinds. ‘Fit for Free’ every
January gets people running in a glorious
environment while, for others who prefer a
more leisurely pace, Snowdrop Walks are a joy.
Your resolution might be to support the future
of this Garden, and every time you renew your
membership, you continue to safeguard our
work. For that vital contribution – thank you.

